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Abstract
Rice’s Theorem states that all nontrivial language properties of recursively enumerable sets
are undecidable. Borchert and Stephan (Math. Logic Quart. 46 (4) (2000) 489–504) started the
search for complexity-theoretic analogs of Rice’s Theorem, and proved that every nontrivial
counting property of boolean circuits is UP-hard. Hemaspaandra and Rothe (Theoret. Comput.
Sci. 244 (1–2) (2000) 205–217) improved the UP-hardness lower bound to UPO(1)-hardness. The
present paper raises the lower bound for nontrivial counting properties from UPO(1)-hardness to
FewP-hardness, i.e., from constant-ambiguity nondeterminism to polynomial-ambiguity nonde-
terminism. Furthermore, we prove that no relativizable technique can raise this lower bound to
FewP-6p1-tt-hardness. We also prove a Rice-style theorem for NP, namely that every nontrivial
language property of NP sets is NP-hard, and for a broad class of leaf-language classes we prove
a su<cient condition for the natural analog of Rice’s Theorem to hold.
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1. Introduction
The relationship between languages and the machines used to recognize them plays
an important role in both computability theory and complexity theory. Languages are
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semantic objects with which computability and complexity theories deal. Machines are
syntactic objects used to describe the languages.
Rice’s Theorem ([29], see also [30]) links, in a rather thrilling and broad way, these
semantic and syntactic objects. Rice’s Theorem says that for any nonempty subclass
C of RE such that C =RE, the set of all machines whose languages belong to C
is highly noncomputable, in particular is RE-6m-hard or coRE-6m-hard. Note that
Rice’s Theorem not only bridges between semantic and syntactic aspects, but also in
its statement displays a theme that is central in both computability and complexity
theory: the study of which languages are hard for which classes with respect to which
types of reductions. This theme will also be important in the present paper.
“Rice’s Theorem” is commonly used to refer both to the strong form just mentioned
and the weaker form that speaks just of undecidability. We state these, respectively,
as Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, both of which will be referenced later in this paper in
relation to this paper’s complexity-theoretic analogs.
Theorem 1 (Rice’s Theorem). Let C be a nonempty, proper subset of the recursively
enumerable sets. Then the language {M |L(M)∈C} is RE-6m-hard or is coRE-6m-
hard.
Corollary 2 (Rice’s Theorem, second version). Let C be a nonempty, proper subset
of the recursively enumerable sets. Then the language {M |L(M)∈C} is undecidable.
Rice’s Theorem may be viewed as a statement about the remarkable nontransparency
of programs. Rice’s Theorem says that no total Turing machine can test any nontrivial
language property of programs.
Borchert and Stephan [5] raised the question of whether complexity-theoretic analogs
of Rice’s Theorem hold. Rice’s Theorem deals with recursively enumerable languages,
and any such language is accepted by some Turing machine. Borchert and Stephan
showed that a related result holds for the case of boolean formulas and boolean cir-
cuits. Their result deals with counting properties of boolean formulas—those properties
that depend solely on the number of satisfying assignments of a boolean formula.
In particular, Borchert and Stephan proved that any nontrivial counting property of
circuits is UP-hard. (Throughout this paper C-hard always means C-6pT -hard, unless
some other reduction is explicitly inserted as in, for example, C-6p1-tt-hardness.)
Hemaspaandra and Rothe [19] improved the UP-hardness lower bound of Borchert
and Stephan [5] to UPO(1)-hardness. That is, they proved that every nontrivial counting
property of circuits is UPO(1)-hard. In the same vein, they asked if it is possible to
improve the lower bound beyond UPO(1), and they showed that relativizable techniques
cannot raise the UPO(1)-hardness lower bound to SPP-hardness, where SPP [10,27] is
the gap analog of UP. In particular, they noted that if every nontrivial counting property
of circuits is SPP-hard, then SPP⊆p2 .
The class FewP, of Allender and Rubinstein [1], is the collection of all NP sets
acceptable via polynomial-ambiguity nondeterminism; UP⊆UPO(1)⊆FewP⊆NP. We
prove that every nontrivial counting property of circuits is FewP-hard (equivalently, is
Few-hard; the deNnition of Few [8], which is a generalization of FewP, is provided
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in DeNnition 3), and indeed even is FewP-6ptt -hard and Few-6
p
tt -hard. We thus raise
Hemaspaandra and Rothe’s constant-ambiguity nondeterminism lower bound for non-
trivial counting properties to polynomial-ambiguity nondeterminism. We prove that no
relativizable technique can improve that lower bound to FewP-6p1-tt-hardness. We also
prove an analog of Rice’s Theorem for NP, namely, that all language properties of NP
are NP-6pm-hard or coNP-6
p
m-hard. Furthermore, we generalize our Rice’s Theorem
for NP by showing that, for a large number of leaf-language (C-class representable)
classes D, the natural analog of Rice’s Theorem holds: any nontrivial language prop-
erty of D is D-hard. In fact, we provide a su<cient condition on D for the natural D
analog of Rice’s Theorem to hold, and we show that natural classes like NP, coNP,
coC=P, and ⊕P satisfy the su<cient condition.
2. Preliminaries
This section presents the notation and deNnitions used in the paper. All sets, unless
otherwise stated, are considered subsets of ∗, where  is the standard alphabet {0; 1}.
For a set X , ‖X ‖ denotes the cardinality of X . The length of a string x is denoted
by |x|. n denotes the set of strings in ∗ of length exactly n. For any C and n,
C=n= {a | a∈C ∧ |a|= n}. We say that a set A is a nontrivial subset of B if ∅( A( B.
〈·; : : : ; ·〉 usually denotes a standard, Nxed, easily computable and invertible multi-arity
pairing function (see [15]) or a standard, Nxed, easily computable and invertible 2-ary
pairing function (which holds will be clear from context).
For any set A, A denotes the characteristic function of A. That is, for any x =∈A,
A(x)= 0, and for any x∈A, A(x)= 1. A boolean predicate Q is a total function from
∗ to {0; 1}. SAT denotes the set of all satisNable boolean formulas. FP denotes the
class of all (total) polynomial-time computable functions.
For any Turing machine N and any x∈∗, we will use N (x) as an abbreviation
for “the computation of N on x”. We will use DPTM as an abbreviation for “de-
terministic polynomial-time Turing machine”. We will use NPTM as an abbreviation
for “nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine”. For any NPTM N , #accN is
the function such that, for any x∈∗, #accN (x) is equal to the number of accepting
computation paths of N (x). We will use UPTM as an abbreviation for “unambiguous,
nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine”. That is, N is a UPTM if and only
if N is an NPTM and, for all x∈∗, the number of accepting paths of N on input x
is at most 1.
For standard classes and reductions not explicitly deNned here, we refer the reader
to the handbook [18].
We now deNne some standard counting-based limited-ambiguity classes. We make
use of the ambiguity-limited counting operator #g [19] in deNning these classes. In the
deNnitions below, for simplicity of notation, we use #1 when we actually mean #x:1.
Denition 3. (1) [36] #P is the class of all functions f : ∗→N such that there exists
an NPTM N such that, for all x∈∗, the number of accepting paths of N on input x
is exactly f(x).
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(2) [19] For any total function f : N→N, and for any complexity class C, #f · C
is the set of all functions g : ∗→N such that there exist a language L∈C and a
polynomial p such that the following hold for each x∈∗:
(a) g(x)6f(|x|), and
(b) ‖{y | |y|=p(|x|)∧ 〈x; y〉 ∈L}‖= g(x).
(3) [21] For each class C, let #few ·C= {g : ∗→N | (∃ polynomial q)[g∈ #q ·C]}.
(4) [35] UP= {L | (∃g∈ #1 · P)(∀x∈∗)[x∈L⇐⇒ g(x)¿0]}.
(5) [1] FewP= {L | (∃g∈ #few · P)(∀x∈∗)[x∈L⇐⇒ g(x)¿0]}.
(6) [8] Few=P#few·P[1], i.e., the class of languages accepted by P machines that on
each input are allowed at most one query to a function from #few · P.
(7) [10,27] SPP is the class of all languages such that there exist a function f∈ #P
and a polynomial-time computable function g : ∗→N such that, for all x, the follow-
ing hold:
(a) x =∈L=⇒f(x)= g(x), and
(b) x∈L=⇒f(x)= g(x) + 1.
FewP-hardness and Few-hardness are known to coincide (e.g., by using preNx search
to pull down certiNcates one at a time, bit by bit, but note that doing so is truly using
the adaptive nature of Turing reductions). FewP-6ptt -hardness and Few-6
p
tt -hardness
are not known to coincide (and the “obvious” proof that they coincide, namely guessing
all census values in parallel, does not seem to work—informally speaking, due to the
fact that
(
q(n)
q(n)=2
)
, where q is a nonconstant polynomial, may be exponentially large),
though certainly all Few-6ptt -hard sets are FewP-6
p
tt -hard.
As is standard, 6m and 6T denote recursive many-one and Turing reductions,
and 6pm and 6
p
T denote their polynomial-time analogs. We now formally deNne
polynomial-time truth-table reductions.
Denition 4 (Ladner, Lynch and Selman [26]). Let A and B be arbitrary sets.
(1) We say that A6ptt B (A polynomial-time truth-table reduces to B) if there exists
a DPTM M and a polynomial-time computable function f such that, for each x,
there exists an integer m such that
(a) f(x)= 〈q1; q2; : : : ; qm〉, and
(b) M (〈x; B(q1); B(q2); : : : ; B(qm)〉) accepts if and only if x∈A.
(2) For each h : N→N, we say that A6ph(n)-ttB (A polynomial-time h(n)-truth-table
reduces to B) if there exists a DPTM M and a polynomial-time computable func-
tion f such that, for each x, there exists an integer m6h(|x|) such that
(a) f(x)= 〈q1; q2; : : : qm〉, and
(b) M (〈x; B(q1); B(q2); : : : ; B(qm)〉) accepts if and only if x∈A.
For any a and b such that 6ba is a deNned reduction, and any class C, we say that
a set B is C-6ba-hard exactly if (∀C ∈C)[C6baB]. When we say a set is C-hard, we
mean that it is C-6pT -hard.
Next we present some notations about circuits and boolean formulas that will be
used in the paper.
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Denition 5 (see Borchert and Stephan [5]). For any boolean formula (respectively,
boolean circuit) x, #b(x) (respectively, #c(x)) denotes the number of satisfying as-
signments of x (respectively, the number of appropriate-length input bit vectors that
make the output of the circuit 1).
In light of the existence of parsimonious versions of Cook’s reduction (see, e.g.,
[12,31]) and of e<cient, parsimonious transformations between formulas and circuits,
it holds that for each #P function f there exist functions cˆf ∈FP and bˆf ∈FP such
that, for each x, cˆf(x) is a boolean circuit satisfying f(x)= #c(cˆf(x)) and bˆf(x) is a
boolean formula satisfying f(x)= #b(bˆf(x)). For each f∈ #P, arbitrarily choose one
such cˆf and one such bˆf and denote these henceforward by cˆf and bˆf.
We now present deNnitions related to the counting properties of circuits.
Denition 6. Let A⊆N.
(1) [5] Counting(A) is the set of all boolean circuits such that the number of satisfying
assignments of the circuit is a member of A. That is,
Counting(A) = {cˆ | #c(cˆ) ∈ A}:
(2) For each A⊆N, we say that Counting(A) is a counting property of circuits.
(3) For each ∅( A( N, we say that Counting(A) is a nontrivial counting property of
circuits.
Let M1; M2; M3; : : : be any acceptable enumeration of Turing machines. The halting
problem, which is RE-6m-complete, is HP= {x |Mrank(x)(x) halts}, where rank(x) de-
notes the lexicographic rank of x, i.e., rank()= 1; rank(0)= 2; rank(1)= 3; rank(00)=
4, etc.
3. USATQ and hardness for polynomial ambiguity
Hemaspaandra and Rothe [19] prove that every nontrivial counting property of cir-
cuits is UPO(1)-hard. They also prove that it is unlikely that the UPO(1) lower bound can
be raised much higher: If every nontrivial counting property of circuits is SPP-hard,
then SPP⊆PNP. (Fortnow [11] provides a relativization in which SPP is not contained
in PNP.) In the light of these two results, it is natural to examine the complexity
classes that fall between UPO(1) and SPP, and to ask whether it is possible to raise the
UPO(1)-hardness lower bound that holds for nontrivial counting properties.
Two natural complexity classes that lie between UPO(1) and SPP are FewP and Few.
FewP is the polynomial-ambiguity version of UP, and Few is the class of languages
accepted by polynomial-ambiguity nondeterministic Turing machines operating under
any polynomial-time computable counting acceptance mechanism (see [8] for full de-
tails, or see DeNnition 3 for a simple alternate deNnition=characterization of the class).
It is known that UPO(1)⊆FewP⊆Few⊆SPP [10,25].
In this section, we prove that every nontrivial counting property of circuits is Few-
hard, thus raising the lower bound. We Nrst prove that for any nontrivial property A,
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there exists a predicate Q such that at least one of Counting(A) and Counting(A) is
6pm-hard for USATQ, where, for any boolean predicate Q, USATQ is deNned (see
[37]) as follows:
USATQ (x) =
{
SAT(x) if #b(x) ∈ {0; 1};
Q(x) otherwise:
The Ravor of the following lemma, which we prove here for completeness, is implicit
in the comments at the end of Section 5.1 of [5].
Lemma 7. Let A⊆N.
(1) (∃n; m : n¡m)[n =∈A∧m∈A] =⇒ (∃Q)[USATQ6pmCounting(A)].
(2) (∃n; m : n¡m)[n∈A∧m =∈A] =⇒ (∃Q)[USATQ6pmCounting(A)].
Proof. We will prove (1). The proof of (2) is analogous. Let b= min{i∈N | i =∈A∧ i+
1∈A}. Note that b is well deNned if the hypothesis of (1) holds. Let NSAT be the
obvious, natural NPTM for SAT. In particular, for any x, the number of accepting
paths of NSAT(x) is equal to the number of satisfying assignments of x. Let g be the
#P function deNned by g(x)= #accNSAT(x) + b. DeNne a predicate Q as follows. For
all x, Q(x) is 1 if and only if g(x)∈A. Consider a map " from boolean formulas to
circuits, deNned as follows:
"(x) = cˆg(x):
The function " is polynomial-time computable. If #accNSAT(x)= 0, then, by the deN-
nition of USATQ, x =∈USATQ. Also, #c("(x))= b =∈A, and so "(x) =∈Counting(A). If
#accNSAT(x)= 1, then, by the deNnition of USATQ, x∈USATQ. Also, #c("(x))= b +
1∈A, and so "(x)∈Counting(A). If #accNSAT(x) =∈{0; 1}, then "(x)∈Counting(A) if
and only if g(x)∈A, which itself holds if and only if Q(x) is 1. Thus, we have proved
that USATQ6
p
mCounting(A), via ".
GlaSer and Hemaspaandra [13] proved that for every Q, USATQ is Few-6
p
tt -hard.
Theorem 8 (GlaSer and Hemaspaandra [13]). If L∈Few, then (∀Q)[L6pttUSATQ].
We now can state the strengthening of the lower bound on the hardness of nontrivial
counting properties of circuits from constant-ambiguity nondeterminism to polynomial-
ambiguity nondeterminism.
Theorem 9. For any nontrivial (∅( A( N) A, Counting(A) is Few-6ptt -hard (and thus
certainly Few-hard, FewP-hard, and FewP-6ptt -hard).
We can prove Theorem 9 by noting that using Theorem 8 and Lemma 7 it follows.
As this indirect proof obscures what is actually going on, we also provide a direct
proof.
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Proof of Theorem 9. Let A be any nontrivial subset of N. Then either 0 =∈A or 0∈A.
Assume 0 =∈A. (The proof for the case when 0∈A is analogous.) Then there exists an
a∈N such that a+1∈A, and for all i6a, i =∈A. Let L be an arbitrary set in Few. Then,
by deNnition, there exists a DPTM M and f∈ #few ·P such that L(Mf[1])=L. We may,
without loss of generality, choose M such that, on each input x, M makes exactly one
oracle query. Let e(x) denote that query. Let Nf be an NPTM such that, for all x,
#accNf(x)=f(x). Let q be a monotonic polynomial bounding the run time of Nf. Let
pf be a monotonic polynomial such that, for all x, f(x)6pf(|x|). Let N ′ be an NPTM
that on input 〈y; i〉 does the following. N ′ Nrst guesses a number d∈{0; 1}. If d=0,
N ′ guesses a number d′ ∈{ j∈N | 16j6a} and (on the present path) accepts (if a=0
this leads to zero accepting paths within the computation subtree corresponding to the
guess d=0). If d=1 and i¿1+pf(|y|), then N ′ rejects. If d=1 and i61+pf(|y|),
then N ′ guesses i distinct paths of Nf(y) in increasing lexicographic order and (on
the present path) accepts exactly if this path’s i guessed paths are all accepting paths
(note in particular that if i=0 then we do accept on the present path). It is easy to
see that the number of accepting paths of N ′ on input 〈y; i〉 is given by
#accN ′(〈y; i〉) = a+
(
f(y)
i
)
:
(Note that, for k¡l,
(
k
l
)
is deNned to be 0, as is standard.) Thus, the follow-
ing holds: #accN ′(〈y; i〉)= a + 1⇐⇒ #accNf(y)= i. Equivalently, #accN ′(〈y; i〉)= a +
1⇐⇒f(y)= i.
We now describe a Turing machine M1 that, with just truth-table access to Counting
(A), accepts L. Let x be an input string. M1 on input x computes e(x) and m=pf
(|e(x)|). It then computes the query set Q= {q0; q1; : : : ; qm+1}, where for each i, qi =
cˆ#accN′ (〈e(x); i〉). Note that for each i6m+ 1, #c(qi)= a+
(
f(e(x))
i
)
. M1 now asks the
queries q0; q1; : : : ; qm+1 in parallel (nonadaptively) to Counting(A). Note that #accN ′
(〈e(x); m + 1〉)= a, and thus qm+1 =∈Counting(A). Now how should we act based on
the answers? (We are using a standard, slight modiNcation of DeNnition 4, part 1 in
that we are speaking of M1 both generating the queries and then acting on the queries’
answers.) We would like to use the answers to compute
n = max{i ∈ N | (06 i 6 m) ∧ (qi ∈ Counting(A)) ∧ (qi+1 =∈ Counting(A))}:
Since q0 ∈Counting(A) and qm+1 =∈Counting(A), n is well deNned. Also, n can easily
be computed in polynomial time, given the answers to q0; q1; : : : ; qm+1. Now, having
computed n, M1 simulates Mz:n(x) (i.e., in eUect assuming that f(e(x))= n). Thus, to
prove that M1 is a valid polynomial-time truth-table transduction of L to Counting(A), it
su<ces to show that n=f(e(x)). We know that f(e(x))∈{0; 1; : : : ; m}. If f(e(x))= 0,
then, for all 16i6m, #c(qi)= a and thus, for 16i6m, qi =∈Counting(A). Thus, by the
deNnition of n, n=0 and so we have n=f(e(x)). If f(e(x))¿0, let f(e(x))= k, for
some k such that 16k6m. Then for all j such that k¡j6m, #c(qj)= a, and thus,
for k¡j6m, qj =∈Counting(A). Also, #c(qk)= a + 1, thus qk ∈Counting(A). By the
deNnition of n, n= k and so we have n=f(e(x)).
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One might wonder whether it is possible to prove a strengthened version of Theo-
rem 9 in which the “Few-6ptt ” in the statement of Theorem 9 is changed to “NP-6
p
T ”
(or even to “NP-6ptt ”). In fact, as is essentially noted by Borchert and Stephan [5, p.
492], if such a strengthened claim were true then it would follow that NP6pT⊕P, where
⊕P [14,28] is the class of languages L such that there exists a #P function fL such
that, for each x∈∗, x is in L if and only if fL(x) is odd; and so since ⊕P is closed
downward under Turing reductions [28], if such a claim were true then NP⊆ ⊕ P.
However, TorVan [33,34] constructed a relativized world in which NP is not contained
in ⊕P. Thus, Theorem 9’s Few-6ptt -hardness lower bound, relativized in the natural
way we will discuss in the next section, cannot be strengthened to NP-6ptt -hardness
(or even to NP-6pT -hardness) using any relativizable technique.
We mention in passing that Theorem 9 seems neither to imply nor to be implied by a
result of Borchert, Hemaspaandra and Rothe that shows that certain “restricted counting
classes” contain FewP [4, Theorem 3.4]. On the one hand, the result of Borchert et
al. applies only to promise classes; but on the other hand, the result of Borchert et al.
(conditionally) concludes containment results rather than hardness results.
Valiant and Vazirani [37] prove that, for every Q, USATQ is 6
p
randomized-hard for
NP, where we are using 6prandomized to denote the Valiant–Vazirani ([37], see also
[5]) notion of randomized reduction. So the following result (which is a more reNned,
detailed statement of the Ravor of [5, Theorem 5.2]) follows from Lemma 7.
Proposition 10 (Borchert and Stephan [5]). Let A⊆N.
(1) (∃n; m∈N : n¡m)[n =∈A∧m∈A] =⇒NP6prandomizedCounting(A).
(2) (∃n; m∈N : n¡m)[n∈A∧m =∈A] =⇒ coNP6prandomizedCounting(A).
Proposition 10 gives a lower bound on the hardness of Counting(A). It is thus
natural to seek an interesting upper bound. Theorem 11 states that under certain as-
sumptions, Counting(A) is as easy as detecting unique solutions. In particular, for each
nontrivial A, at least one of Counting(A) and Counting(A)6pm-reduces to USATQ, for
some Q.
Theorem 11. Let A be a nontrivial subset of N.
(1) 0 =∈A=⇒ (∃Q)[Counting(A)6pmUSATQ].
(2) 0∈A=⇒ (∃Q)[Counting(A)6pmUSATQ].
Proof. We will prove (1). The proof of (2) is analogous. Let n= min{i∈N | i =∈A∧ i+
1∈A}. Since A is nontrivial and 0 =∈A, n is well deNned.
Let N be the NPTM that, on each input x, guesses n+ 1 distinct, lexicographically
ordered, appropriate length inputs z1; z2; : : : ; zn+1 to circuit x, and that on each guessed
path accepts if and only if circuit x accepts each of z1; z2; : : : ; zn+1. Thus, for all x,
#accN (x)=
(
#c(x)
n+1
)
. (As noted earlier, we do rely on the standard convention that, when
k¡l,
(
k
l
)
is taken to be 0.) Let predicate Q be deNned as follows. For any boolean
formula y, Q(y) is true if and only if there exists l∈A such that #b(y)=
(
l
n+1
)
.
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Consider a map " from circuits to boolean formulas deNned as follows: "(x)= bˆ#accN
(x). Clearly, " is polynomial-time computable. Consider the case x∈Counting(A). Then
#c(x)¿n+1 and #c(x)∈A. Also, by construction, #b("(x))=
(
#c(x)
n+1
)
. If #c(x)= n+1,
then #b("(x))= 1, and hence "(x)∈USATQ. If #c(x)¿n + 1, then #b("(x))=
(
#c(x)
n+1
)
and thus, by our choice of Q, Q("(x)) is true, and so "(x)∈USATQ. Consider the
case x =∈Counting(A). Then #c(x) =∈A. If #c(x)6n, then #b("(x))= 0 and hence "(x) =∈
USATQ. If #c(x)¿n + 1, then #b("(x))=
(
#c(x)
n+1
)
, where n + 1¡#c(x) =∈A, and thus,
since
( j
n+1
)
takes on distinct values for j∈{n+ 2; n+ 3; : : :}, Q("(x)) does not hold.
So, "(x) =∈USATQ. Hence, Counting(A)6pmUSATQ.
Corollary 12. For each ∅( A( N, there exists a Q such that at least one of Counting
(A) or Counting(A)6pm-reduces to USATQ.
Lemma 7 proves that under suitable conditions Counting(A) is 6pm-hard for USATQ,
for some predicate Q. On the other hand, Theorem 11 proves that under suitable
conditions, Counting(A) is 6pm-easy for USATQ′ , for some predicate Q′.
4. A relativized upper bound on the complexity of counting properties
Theorem 9 proves that all nontrivial counting properties of circuits are Few-6ptt -hard
(and thus, FewP-6ptt -hard). Can one improve the FewP-6
p
tt -hardness lower bound of
nontrivial counting properties of circuits? Hemaspaandra and Rothe [19] proved that
raising the lower bound to SPP-hardness would imply an unexpected complexity class
containment, and cannot be established via relativizable proof techniques. However,
in light of the fact that the previous UP-hardness and UPO(1)-hardness results in fact
achieve in each case not just hardness (i.e., 6pT -hardness) but even 6
p
1-tt-hardness,
it would be natural to hope that the FewP-6ptt -hardness result of Theorem 9 can at
least be improved to FewP-6p1-tt-hardness. Nonetheless, we prove in Theorem 16 that
relativizable proof techniques cannot improve the FewP-6ptt -hardness lower bound of
nontrivial counting properties to FewP-6p1-tt-hardness. In particular, we show that there
is a relativized world in which the following statement is false: “All nontrivial counting
properties are FewP-6p1-tt-hard”.
Before we state and prove Theorem 16, we need to state what we mean by “counting
property relative to an oracle”. Counting, as deNned and used in earlier sections, is
based on the number of appropriate-length bit vectors that make the output of the circuit
1. For the purpose of relativizing counting properties we will deNne and use another
equivalent, easily relativizable version of counting based on the number of accepting
paths of NPTMs. For any A⊆N, we call this version of counting PathCounting(A)
or, for short, PC(A), and deNne it as follows. In what follows, let N1; N2; N3; : : : be a
Nxed, nice enumeration of NPTMs such that, for each x∈∗, Ni on input x robustly
(i.e., for all oracles) runs within time |x|i + i.
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Denition 13. Let A⊆N. Then PC(A) is deNned as follows.
PC(A) = {〈i; x; 1|x|i+i〉 | #accNi(x) ∈ A}:
The 1|x|
i+i term in the deNnition of PC(A) is standard padding needed to ensure that,
for example, PC(A) is easily reducible to Counting(A); such padding components are
very typical in canonical-type sets in complexity theory (see, e.g., [16]).
It follows from the existence of parsimonious versions of Cook’s reduction that, for
any A, PC(A)6pmCounting(A). It is also easy to see that, for any A, Counting(A)6
p
mPC
(A). It easily follows that, for each A⊆N and B⊆∗, (a) B6pmCounting(A)⇐⇒B6pm
PC(A), and (b) B6pTCounting(A)⇐⇒B6pTPC(A). In fact, the reductions can be cho-
sen so as to be independent of A, as the following proposition notes.
Proposition 14. There exist polynomial-time computable functions f and g such that,
for every A, the following hold:
(1) (∀x∈∗)[x∈Counting(A)⇐⇒f(x)∈PC(A)], and
(2) (∀x∈∗)[x∈PC(A)⇐⇒ g(x)∈Counting(A)].
Next, we deNne the relativized version of PC.
Denition 15. For each B⊆∗ and each A⊆N, we deNne PCB(A) (PC(A) relative to
oracle B) as follows:
PCB(A) = {〈i; x; 1|x|i+i〉 | #accNBi (x) ∈ A}:
Next, we turn to the following result, which shows that relativizable proof techniques
cannot improve the FewP-6ptt -hardness lower bound of nontrivial counting properties
to FewP-6p1-tt-hardness.
Theorem 16. There is an oracle B⊆∗ and a set A, ∅( A( N, such that PCB(A) is
not FewPB-6p;B1-tt -hard.
Before starting the proof, we give some deNnitions and lemmas that will be needed.
For completeness, we explicitly state the deNnition of relativized truth-table reductions.
Denition 17. For any h : N→N, and any A; B; C ⊆∗, A6p;Ch(n)-ttB (A polynomial-
time h(n)-truth-table reduces to B relative to oracle C) if there exists a deterministic
polynomial-time oracle machine M and a deterministic polynomial-time oracle machine
M1 such that, for all x, there exist an integer m∈N and strings q1; q2; : : : ; qm such that
the following hold:
(1) m6h(|x|),
(2) MC1 (x) produces 〈q1; q2; : : : ; qm〉 as its output, and
(3) MC(〈x; B(q1); B(q2); : : : ; B(qm)〉) accepts if and only if x∈A.
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We state a combinatorial lemma, also known as the Party Lemma, due to Cai et al.
[7], which we will need in the proof of Theorem 16.
Lemma 18 (Party Lemma (Cai et al. [7])). Let l; k ∈N be such that k¿1 and l¿0.
Then, for all S1; S2; : : : ; Sl⊆N, if
∑
i6l ‖Si‖¡l(l − 1)=k(k − 1), then there exists a
set T ⊆{1; 2; : : : ; l} such that
(1) ‖T‖¿k, and
(2) (∀e∈T )[Se ∩ (T − {e})= ∅].
Intuitively, the lemma states the following combinatorial fact. Let 1; 2; : : : ; l denote
distinct persons in a party. For each i, let Si denote the set of people (at the party)
known to person i. The Party Lemma gives a set of su<cient conditions for the exis-
tence of a su<ciently large set of perfect strangers (i.e., a set T ⊆{1; 2; : : : ; l} of size
at least k such that no person e∈T knows any person in T other than him- or herself)
at the party. In the proof of Theorem 16, each i∈{1; 2; : : : ; l} represents an accepting
path in some oracle Turing machine computation MB(x). Each Si represents the set of
strings queried on path i. We will use the Party Lemma to claim the existence of a set
of k strings at a particular length such that adding the k strings to the oracle increases
the number of accepting paths of MB(x) by k.
The following notation, modiNed slightly from Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra and
Hempel [17], deals with Turing machines that have access to multiple oracles.
Denition 19 (see Hemaspaandra Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra and Hempel [17]). For
any sets A⊆∗ and B⊆∗, let MA[1]; B denote oracle DPTM M making at most one
query to A and any number of queries to B in arbitrary order (it is even legal for the
query to A to be sandwiched between queries to B).
Note that our standard enumeration, M1; M2; M3; : : : ; of oracle DPTMs will have the
property that machine Mi in this enumeration runs within time ni + i for every oracle.
It follows that the “any number of” in DeNnition 19 will, for each such Mi, have a
polynomial upper bound that is independent of Mi’s oracle.
We now are ready to start the proof, but Nrst we mention why a much “easier” proof
approach cannot possibly work. One might hope that the set A of Theorem 16 could
be chosen to be A= {1} and then the construction of B could build on the intuition
that polynomial ambiguity should not 6p1-tt-reduce to “unambiguity”. However, it holds
that, for all B, USB= {L |L6pmPCB({1})} and coNPB⊆USB, where US [3] is the class
of languages L such that there exists an NPTM N such that, for each x, x∈L if and
only if N (x) has exactly one accepting path. Thus, PCB({1}) is in fact FewPB-6p;B1-tt -
hard (and even is FewPB-6p1-tt-hard and NP-6
p
1-tt-hard) for all B. The “one might
hope” fails as PC({1}) is not a “promise-like” object (in contrast, the class UP is a
“promise-like” class—unlike US’s machines, UP’s machines must obey the promise
that they on no input have more than one accepting path). In fact, by easy manipu-
lations (see Lemma 7) it is clear (both in the real world and all relativized worlds)
that if A, ∅( A( N, is Nnite or coNnite, then FewP (and even NP) is contained in
{L |L6p1-ttPC(A)}.
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Proof of Theorem 16. Let M1; M2; M3; : : : be a Nxed enumeration of oracle DPTMs
such that machine Mi robustly (i.e., for all oracles) runs within time ni + i. For any
set C, let LC be deNned as
LC = {1m | ‖C=m‖¿ 0}:
It is easy to see that if C is sparse, then LC ∈FewPC .
We will construct A⊆N and B⊆∗ such that the following conditions hold:
(1) A is a nonempty, proper subset of N,
(2) for each m¿0, ‖B=m‖6m, and thus B is sparse, and
(3) for each i¿1, LB =L(M PC
B(A)[1]; B
i ).
We will construct A and B in stages by adding zero or more elements to A and B
at each stage. At each stage i¿1, we will ensure that the elements added to A or B at
stage i have not been frozen (i.e., touched, used, or accessed in the diagonalization)
in earlier stages. For each i, ni ∈N (deNned below) will be the only length at which
strings are added to B in stage i. Let Ai (respectively, Bi) be the set consisting of
all the elements added to A (respectively, B) before stage i. We take A=
⋃
i¿1 Ai and
B=
⋃
i¿1 Bi. Let A1 = {1}; B1 = ∅; n0 = 1. At stage i, we will show that M PC
B(A)[1]; B
i
does not accept LB.
Stage i; i¿1: Let M =Mi. Choose ni to be the smallest integer in N that satisNes
the following conditions:
(1) 2ni¿2(nii + i)¿ni¿2
ni−1i−1+i−1, and
(2) (2ni−1 − (nii + i))=(nii + i)¿2ni=2¿(nii + i)2¿ni¿max(Ai),
where, for any nonempty Nnite set S ⊆N, max(S) denotes the maximum element in
S. Note that, for each ni−1 ∈N and each nonempty Nnite Ai, ni is well deNned. Let
Q be the set of queries made by M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) to Bi. Note that, since the running
time of M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) is at most nii + i, ‖Q‖6nii + i. If M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) does
not query its oracle PCBi(Ai) at all, we can diagonalize against Mi in the standard
way: if M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts, let Ai+1 =Ai and Bi+1 =Bi, and if M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni)
rejects, let Ai+1 =Ai and Bi+1 =Bi ∪{w}, where w is the lexicographically least string
in ni − Q. Note that w is well deNned since ‖Q‖6nii + i¡2ni , by our choice of ni,
and hence ni − Q is nonempty. Note also that by the fact that ni¿ni−1i−1 + i − 1 no
length ni string has been touched or set or queried in any earlier stage. M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi ,
by deNnition, can make at most one query to PCBi(Ai). So the only remaining case
is when M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) makes exactly one query to PCBi(Ai). Let q be the single
string queried by M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) to its oracle PCBi(Ai). There are four cases:
(1) q =∈PCBi(Ai) and M PCBi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) rejects,
(2) q =∈PCBi(Ai) and M PCBi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts,
(3) q∈PCBi(Ai) and M PCBi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) rejects, and
(4) q∈PCBi(Ai) and M PCBi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts.
Cases 2 and 4: Note that in both these cases M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts. Let Ai+1 =Ai
and Bi+1 =Bi. Thus, 1ni ∈L(M PCBi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1) but B=nii+1 = ∅. (Also, our construction
will in fact ensure that both these behaviors are preserved, i.e., that 1ni ∈L(M PCB(A)[1]; B)
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yet B=ni = ∅. We will explain, at the end of this proof, why such preservation holds.)
Go to Stage i + 1.
Case 1: Note that in this case q =∈PCBi(Ai). Either M (PCBi (Ai)∪{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) rejects or
M (PC
Bi (Ai)∪{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts. Let us consider the case that M (PC
Bi (Ai)∪{q})[1]; Bi(1ni)
rejects. Let Q′ be the set of queries made to Bi by M (PC
Bi (Ai)∪{q})[1]; Bi(1ni). Let
Ai+1 =Ai and Bi+1 =Bi ∪{w}, where w is the lexicographically smallest string in
ni − (Q∪Q′). Note that w is well deNned since ‖Q∪Q′‖62(nii + i) and, by our
choice of ni, 2ni¿2(nii + i). Thus, ‖B=nii+1‖=1 and M (PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1))[1]; Bi+1(1ni) rejects. Just
as an example to make the arguments typical in the proof more clear: (1) the change
from Bi to Bi+1 as the second oracle of M causes no problem as w =∈Q∪Q′; (2)
though the change from Bi to Bi+1 as the oracle of PC might (or might not) change
the answer to q from “no” to “yes”, the fact that M (PC
Bi (Ai)∪{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) rejects means
even a change in the answer will not change M ’s acceptance=rejection action here; (3)
the query certainly still will be q, again as w =∈Q∪Q′ and only the input and queries
to the second oracle made before any PC query determine the (Nrst) PC query. (These
behaviors will be preserved.) Go to Stage i + 1.
Otherwise, consider the case that M (PC
Bi (Ai)∪{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts. If there is a y∈ni
− Q such that q =∈PCBi ∪{y}(Ai), then we let Ai+1 =Ai and Bi+1 =Bi ∪{v}, where v
is the lexicographically least such y. Then ‖B=nii+1‖=1 and M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) re-
jects. If not then, for each y∈ni −Q, it holds that q∈PCBi ∪{y}(Ai). Note that since
ni − Q = ∅, this means that q is of the correct syntactic form, i.e., q= 〈m; z; 1|z|m+m〉,
for some m∈N and z ∈∗. Thus, by the deNnition of PC, for each y∈ni − Q,
it holds that #acc
NBi ∪{y}m
(z)∈Ai. Since q =∈PCBi(Ai) (equivalently, #accNBim (z) =∈Ai),
it follows that each y∈ni − Q is queried on some path in NBim (z). Let R be the
(possibly empty) set of strings w∈ni − Q such that w is not queried along any
accepting computation path in NBim (z). Let r= ‖R‖ and let R= {z1; z2; : : : ; zr}. Con-
sider an arbitrary w∈R. Since w is not queried on any accepting path in NBim (z),
#acc
NBi ∪{w}m
(z)¿#accNBim (z). Since #accNBim (z) =∈Ai and #accNBi ∪{w}m (z)∈Ai, it follows
that #acc
NBi ∪{w}m
(z)¿#accNBim (z), and that there exists an accepting path in N
Bi ∪{w}
m (z)
that makes a query w to the oracle. Let pw be the lexicographically smallest accepting
path in NBi ∪{w}m (z) such that w is queried along the path pw. For each w∈R, deNne
S ′w as follows:
S ′w = {u ∈ (ni − Q) | u is queried on the path pw in NBi∪{w}m (z)}:
Note that, for all w∈R, w∈ S ′w. We have two cases based on the value of r (i.e., the
cardinality of R): r¿(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1 and r6(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1.
r¿(nii+i)(ni−1)+1: Consider an arbitrary w∈R. The number of strings of length ni
queried on each path in NBi ∪{w}m (z) is at most (nii+i)=ni. This is so as (a) |q|6nii+i and
q is of the form 〈m; z; 1|z|m+m〉 so (under natural assumptions about our pairing function)
|z|m + m6nii + i, and (b) we assume for convenience that our model is such that the
oracle tape is implicitly erased by the asking of any query. Thus, ‖S ′w‖6(nii + i)=ni.
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It follows that
∑
w∈R
‖S ′w‖6 r
nii + i
ni
:
Since r¿(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1, it follows that
∑
w∈R
‖S ′w‖¡
r(r − 1)
ni(ni − 1) :
For each 16j6r, let Sj = S ′zj . Thus, the precondition of the Party Lemma (Lemma 18)
holds for k = ni and l= r. Hence, by Lemma 18, we know that there exists a set of
(distinct) strings T = {y1; y2; : : : ; yni}⊆R such that, for each j6ni, S ′yj ∩ (T−{yj})= ∅.
Thus, for each j6ni, pyj is an accepting path in N
Bi ∪ T
m (z). Now consider the num-
ber of accepting paths in NBi ∪ Tm (z). For each j; j
′6ni and j = j′, it holds, by Lemma
18, that yj =∈ S ′yj′ . Consider any j; j′ satisfying j; j′6ni and j = j′. Thus, by the def-
inition of S ′yj′ , yj is not queried on path pyj′ . But we know that yj is queried on
path pyj , and hence pyj and pyj′ are distinct accepting paths in N
Bi ∪ T
m (z). By the
same token, py1 ; py2 ; : : : ; pyni are all distinct paths, and hence the number of accepting
paths in NBi ∪ Tm (z) is at least ni. But, by our choice of ni, ni¿max(Ai), and it fol-
lows that q =∈PCBi ∪ T (Ai). Now let Ai+1 =Ai and Bi+1 =Bi ∪T . Then ‖B=nii+1‖= ni and
M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) rejects. (Again, these behaviors will be preserved.) Go to Stage
i + 1.
r6(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1: Recall that R consists of all strings in ni − Q that are
not queried on any accepting path in NBim (z) and r= ‖R‖. Loosely speaking, r6(nii +
i)(ni−1)+1 means that there are very many (all but a polynomial number of) strings
in ni that are queried among the accepting paths in NBim (z). Let R
′ be the set of
strings in ni − Q that are queried on at least one accepting path in NBim (z). Since
each string in ni − Q is queried on at least one path in NBim (z), R′=(ni − Q) − R.
Thus, ‖R′‖¿2ni − (nii + i)− (nii + i)(ni − 1)− 1=2ni − ni(nii + i)− 1. We know that
2ni−1¿(nii + i)
2. Thus,
‖R′‖¿ 2ni − ni(nii + i)− 1
¿ 2ni − (nii + i)2
¿ 2ni−1:
Let s=#accNBim (z). Since there can be at most n
i
i + i strings queried on each path in
NBim (z), s¿‖R′‖=(nii + i)¿2ni−1=(nii + i). Also, since the maximum number of strings
that can be queried on one accepting path is nii + i, there must exist a string wm ∈R′
such that wm is queried on at most s(nii + i)=‖R′‖ accepting paths in NBim (z). Thus,
the number of accepting paths in NBim (z) that do not query wm is at least s(1 − (nii +
i)=‖R′‖)¿(2ni−1=(nii+i))(1−(nii+i)=‖R′‖)¿(2ni−1=(nii+i))(1−(nii+i)=2ni−1)= (2ni−1−
(nii + i))=(n
i
i + i)¿2
ni=2, where the Nnal inequality is from our choice of ni. Thus,
there are at least 2ni=2 accepting paths that do not query wm. Since these paths do
not query wm, they will remain accepting even if we add wm to the oracle Bi. In
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other words, #acc
NBi ∪{wm}m
(z)¿2ni=2¿max(Ai), where the second inequality follows
from the choice of ni. Thus, #accNBi ∪{wm}m (z) =∈Ai and hence q =∈PC
Bi ∪{wm}(Ai). This is
a contradiction since we know that in this case, for each y∈ni −Q, q∈PCBi ∪{y}(Ai)
and, by deNnition, wm ∈ni − Q. Thus, this case cannot occur.
Case 3: We know that M PC
Bi (Ai)[1]; Bi(1ni) rejects and q∈PCBi(Ai). Thus, q= 〈m; z;
1|z|
m+m〉, for some m∈N and z ∈∗. Either it is the case that M (PCBi (Ai)−{q})[1]; Bi(1ni)
rejects or it is the case that M (PC
Bi (Ai)−{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts. Let us consider the case that
M (PC
Bi (Ai)−{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) rejects. Let Q′ be the set of queries made by M (PC
Bi (Ai)−{q})[1]; Bi
(1ni) to Bi. Let Ai+1 =Ai and deNne Bi+1 =Bi ∪{w}, where w is the lexicographically
smallest string in ni − (Q∪Q′). Note that w is well deNned since ‖Q∪Q′‖62(nii+ i)
and, by our choice of ni, 2ni¿2(nii + i). Then ‖B=nii+1‖=1 and M PC
Bi+1 (Ai)[1]; Bi+1(1ni)
rejects. (These behaviors will be preserved.) Go to Stage i + 1.
Otherwise, consider the case that M (PC
Bi (Ai)−{q})[1]; Bi(1ni) accepts. If there is a y∈ni
−Q such that q∈PCBi ∪{y}(Ai), then we let Ai+1 =Ai and Bi+1 =Bi ∪{v}, where v is
the lexicographically least such y. Thus, ‖B=nii+1‖=1 and M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) rejects.
(We will preserve this behavior.) Go to Stage i + 1.
Otherwise (i.e., if there is no y∈ni − Q such that q∈PCBi ∪{y}(Ai)), for each
y∈ni − Q, it holds that q =∈PCBi ∪{y}(Ai). Thus, by the deNnition of PC, for each
y∈ni−Q, it holds that #acc
NBi ∪{y}m
(z) =∈Ai. Since #accNBim (z)∈Ai, it follows, that each
y∈ni − Q is queried on some path in NBim (z). Let R be the (possibly empty) set of
strings w∈ni − Q such that w is not queried along any accepting computation path
in NBim (z), and let r= ‖R‖. Let R= {z1; z2; : : : ; zr}. Consider an arbitrary w∈R. Since
w is not queried on any accepting path in NBim (z), #accNBi ∪{w}m (z)¿#accNBim (z). Since
#accNBim (z)∈Ai and #accNBi ∪{w}m (z) =∈Ai, it follows that #accNBi ∪{w}m (z)¿#accNBim (z), and
that there exists an accepting path in NBi ∪{w}m (z) that queries the string w to the oracle.
Let pw be the lexicographically smallest accepting path in N
Bi ∪{w}
m (z) such that w is
queried along path pw. For each w∈R, deNne S ′w as follows.
S ′w = {u ∈ (ni − Q) | u is queried on the path pw in NBi∪{w}m (z)}:
Note that, for all w∈R, it holds that w∈ S ′w. We have two cases based on the value
of r (i.e., the cardinality of R): r¿(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1 and r6(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1.
r¿(nii+ i)(ni−1)+1: Consider an arbitrary w∈R. The number of queries of length
ni on each path in N
Bi ∪{w}
m (z) is at most (nii+ i)=ni. Thus, ‖S ′w‖6(nii+ i)=ni. It follows
that
∑
w∈R
‖S ′w‖6 r
nii + i
ni
:
Since r¿(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1, it follows that
∑
w∈R
‖S ′w‖¡
r(r − 1)
ni(ni − 1) :
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For each 16j6r, let Sj = S ′zj . Thus, the precondition of the Party Lemma (Lemma 18)
holds for k = ni and l= r. Hence, by the Party Lemma, we know that there exists a
set of strings T = {y1; y2; : : : ; yni}⊆R such that, for each j6ni, Syj ∩ (T − {yj})= ∅.
Now consider the number of accepting paths in NBi ∪ Tm (z). For each j; j
′6ni and j = j′,
it holds, by Lemma 18, that yj =∈ S ′yj′ . Let j and j′ be arbitrary natural numbers sat-
isfying j; j′6ni and j = j′. By the deNnition of S ′yj′ , yj is not queried on path pyj′ .
But, we know that yj is queried on path pyj , and hence pyj and pyj′ are distinct
accepting paths. Thus, py1 ; py2 ; : : : ; pyni are distinct paths and so the number of ac-
cepting paths in NBi ∪ Tm (z) is at least ni. But, by our choice of ni, ni¿max(Ai), and
it follows that q =∈PCBi ∪ T (Ai). Now, let Bi+1 =Bi ∪T and Ai+1 =Ai ∪{#accNBi ∪ Tm (z)}.
Then ‖B=nii+1‖= ni, q∈PCBi+1(Ai+1), and M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) still rejects. (We will
preserve this behavior.) Go to Stage i + 1.
r6(nii + i)(ni − 1) + 1: Recall that R consists of all strings in ni − Q that are not
queried on any accepting path in NBim (z) and r= ‖R‖. Loosely speaking, ‖R‖6(nii +
i)(ni−1)+1 means that there are very many (all but a polynomial number of) strings in
ni that are queried among the accepting paths in NBim (z). Let R
′ be the set of strings in
ni − Q that are queried on at least one accepting path in NBim (z). Since each string
in ni − Q is queried in at least one path in NBim (z), it holds that R′=(ni − Q)− R.
Thus, ‖R′‖¿2ni − (nii + i)− (nii + i)(ni − 1)− 1=2ni − ni(nii + i)− 1. We know that
2ni−1¿(nii + i)
2. Thus,
‖R′‖¿ 2ni − ni(nii + i)− 1
¿ 2ni − (nii + i)2
¿ 2ni−1:
Let s=#accNBim (z). Since there can be at most n
i
i + i strings queried on each path in
NBim (z), s¿‖R′‖=(nii + i)¿2ni−1=(nii + i). By our choice of ni, 2ni−1=(nii + i)¿max(Ai),
and thus #accNBim (z)¿max(Ai). This is a contradiction since we know that #accNBim (z)∈
Ai. Thus, this case cannot occur.
End of Stage i.
Consider an arbitrary i¿1. Let M =Mi. Then it is clear from the construction at
Stage i that
(1) the only length at which strings are added at Stage i is ni,
(2) the number of strings added at length ni is no more than ni, and
(3) M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) accepts if and only if B=nii+1 = ∅ (it is easy to check that this
holds by simply checking that this holds for each case).
Since our choice of nj, j¿i, is such that nj is larger than any string queried ex-
plicitly or (via q) implicitly during Stage i, we certainly know that it holds that
M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) accepts if and only if B=ni = ∅. Similarly, it is clear from the
construction at Stage i that if an integer n is added at Stage i to A (i.e., Ai+1 =Ai, Case
3), then n¿ni¿2n
i−1
i−1+i−1, and hence (since we will require, without loss of generality,
that our standard enumeration be chosen to consist only of machines whose nondeter-
ministic guesses are binary) n could not possibly have been frozen (or even occurred)
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in an earlier stage. Thus, M PC
Bi+1 (Ai+1)[1]; Bi+1(1ni) accepts if and only if M PC
B(A)[1]; B(1ni)
accepts. And so we have that LB =L(M PCB(A)[1]; B).
5. The natural NP analog of Rice’s Theorem and a generalized complexity-theoretic
Rice’s Theorem
Rice’s Theorem deals with language properties of r.e. sets. Borchert and Stephan [5]
started the search for complexity-theoretic analogs of Rice’s Theorem. They proved an
analog of Rice’s Theorem in circuit complexity that deals with the counting properties
of circuits. In this section, we state an analog of Rice’s Theorem that deals with the
language properties of NP. We then note that this result can be generalized, via a
similar proof, to hold for other complexity classes. In particular, within the C-class
framework [6], we provide a su<cient condition on D for the natural D analog of
Rice’s Theorem to hold.
We specify our setting. We Nrst need to set a standard enumeration of clocked NP
machines. There are many ways to do this, and many natural ways other than the
one we describe would work Nne. But it is important to be clear. What we mean is,
Nrst, consider all possible nondeterministic Turing machines, coded in some standard
way (see [9,22] for good treatments of such coding). Now, for each such machine
encoding, consider, separately, for each possible i, slapping an ni + i clock onto the
machine—that is, simulating the machine, e<ciently, one step at a time (on the given
guessed path), except forcing each path to terminate after exactly ni + i steps of
the underlying machine have been simulated (n is the size of the input). This may
involve terminating the simulation of the underlying machine before it has Nnished
its computation (in the case in which the underlying machine takes more than ni + i
steps) or making “dummy” nondeterministic steps (in the case where the underlying
machine has fewer than ni+ i (binary) guesses during the Nrst ni+ i steps on one of its
potential computation paths). We mention in passing that since we wish to be able to
speak of the nondeterministic guess-bit sequences associated with a path, in our model
of TM we are requiring that nondeterministic guessing be a very distinct operation, and
a binary one; this is a modest and relatively unobtrusive assumption. By the guess-bit
bitstring of a nondeterministic computation path, we mean the concatenation of all the
nondeterministic guess bits that occur along the path.
The requirements above ensure that all nondeterministic guess sequences in a par-
ticular computation tree of the machine in our enumeration are of the same, instantly
obvious length, and every such guess sequence appears in our tree. That is, the compu-
tation trees are “balanced” (in the sense just mentioned, which is how we will use the
term balanced henceforward, and which also incorporates a tree completeness notion
since we require all bitsequences to occur; however, note that our “balance” notion’s
focus=guarantee regards the guess-bit sequences in our simulating machine).
Our Rice’s Theorem for NP would hold with or without balance being built into the
enumeration, but the balancing is tacitly used in the machine=C-class connections in
the latter part of this section. Note that we now have every machine (regardless of its
time) paired with an inNnite sequence of increasingly generous polynomial clocks. If
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done carefully, each of these machines itself runs in polynomial time (though of course
slightly longer than its ni+ i clock, due to the overhead involved in the clocking of the
simulation). Beyond that, since we are assuming that the underlying encoding is done
in a very nice way (again see [9,22]), and that the clocks and the control they enforce
are added in a Nxed, clear, transparent way in our particular enumeration of machines,
we end up with an easily recognizable set of machines having many nice properties.
Namely, all NP sets are accepted by some machine on the list. All machines on the list
accept NP sets. To avoid any confusion, note that we most certainly are not claiming
that every Turing machine that runs in nondeterministic polynomial time appears on
the list; and we also most certainly are not claiming that every Turing machine that
accepts an NP language appears on the list. However, importantly and naturally, given
any Turing machine at all, and a clearly and appropriately encoded, polynomial upper-
bound guarantee for the run-time of that machine, we can in polynomial-time Nnd a
machine from our enumeration that accepts the same language (basically, by taking that
machine and slapping on a polynomial clock that is more generous than the guarantee,
and the thus-created machine will be in our enumeration).
For any string w∈∗, if w happens to be an encoding of a machine from our just-
described enumeration, we will say that in our enumeration Ni denotes that machine,
where i is one minus the lexicographic position of w within ∗. If the string w happens
to not be an encoding of a machine from our enumeration, we will say that in our
enumeration Ni denotes a Nxed machine that always immediately halts and rejects
each input, where i is one minus the lexicographic position of w within ∗. Note that
this enumeration certainly does not have the property that, for example, the machines
are double exponentially longer than their names, since the name of machine is very
closely related to the coding of the machine, and so their sizes closely correspond.
So, we now have made clear our enumeration N0; N1; N2; : : : (note: the “one minus”
above is to ensure that the enumeration starts with N0 rather than N1), and its standard,
nice properties. Though this is standard, it is not as easy as one might expect to Nnd
meticulous treatments of this in the literature (for the case we are interested in, namely,
of NP). Currently, the best location we know of is the treatment, which we have in
part followed above, of Du and Ko [9, Section 1.5], though there they treat explicitly
the case of P rather than NP.
Throughout this section, N0; N1; N2; : : : will denote the enumeration discussed above.
A property of NP is any subset of NP. A set A⊆N is said to be a language
property of NP if there exists a property 0 of NP such that A= {i∈N |L(Ni)∈ 0}. A
nontrivial property of NP is any nonempty subset of NP that is strictly contained in
NP. A set A⊆N is said to be a nontrivial language property of NP if there exists a
nontrivial property 0 of NP such that A= {i∈N |L(Ni)∈ 0}.
We prove that any nontrivial language property of NP sets is NP-hard. Note
that this is, in some sense, the exact analog of Rice’s Theorem for NP: Any non-
trivial language property of NP is NP-6pm-hard or coNP-6
p
m-hard (compare this with
Theorem 1).
Theorem 20. Let A be any nonempty, proper subset of the NP sets. Then {i |L(Ni)∈
A} is NP-6pm-hard or is coNP-6pm-hard.
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Proof. Let LA= {i |L(Ni)∈A}. There are two cases:
(1) ∅ =∈A. In this case, we prove that SAT6pmLA.
(2) ∅∈A. In this case, we prove that SAT6pmLA.
Consider case (1). Let L1 be a set in A. Since A is nonempty, such a set will
exist. Let NL1 be one of N0; N1; N2; : : : that accepts L1. Let " be a function deNned
as follows. For any boolean formula x, "(x) is the index of a Turing machine N ,
from N0; N1; N2; : : : (due to the nice properties of the enumeration, " can be chosen to
run quickly, i.e., "∈FP) that on any input y does the following. N guesses a truth
assignment z for x. If z satisNes x, N simulates NL1 (y). Otherwise (if z does not satisfy
x), N rejects.
Let x∈SAT. Since there is at least one satisfying assignment of x, for all y∈∗,
N (y) accepts if and only if NL1 (y) accepts. Thus, L(N )=L(NL1 ) =L1 ∈A. Thus, "(x)∈
LA. Let x =∈SAT. Since there are no satisfying assignments of x, for all y∈∗, N (y)
rejects. Thus, L(N )= ∅ =∈A. Thus, "(x) =∈LA. Hence SAT6pmLA via ".
Consider case (2). Let L1 be a set in A. Since A =NP, such a set will exist. Also,
let NL1 be an NPTM accepting L1. Let " be deNned as above (i.e., in case 1). Then
by an argument analogous to that in case (1), it follows that SAT6pmLA via ".
As an immediate corollary, we have the following result.
Corollary 21. Let A be a nonempty, proper subset of the NP sets. Then {i∈N |L(Ni)
∈A} is NP-hard.
Note that Theorem 20 is a natural complexity-theoretic analog of Theorem 1 and
Corollary 21 is a natural complexity-theoretic analog of Corollary 2.
However, one might worry about whether the last two results are trivial in light of
the following claim, which says that in certain senses testing NP-language-property-
like things is undecidable—though one must be carefully aware of what the universe
of machines is that one is speaking about.
Proposition 22. (1) (Corollary to Rice’s Theorem) Let M0; M1; M2; : : : be any accept-
able [32] enumeration (numbering) of Turing machines. Let A be any nonempty,
proper subset of NP. Then {i |L(Mi)∈A} is undecidable (in fact, is either RE-6m-
hard or coRE-6m-hard).
(2) Let N0; N1; N2; : : : be the standard enumeration of clocked NPTMs referred to
above. Let A be a nonempty, proper subset of NP having the property that it is
closed under ;nite changes, i.e., for each ;nite set F and each set X ∈A it holds that
XYF ∈A, where XYF =(X − F)∪ (F − X ). Then {i |L(Ni)∈A} is undecidable (in
fact, is either RE-6m-hard or coRE-6m-hard).
Proof. The Nrst part follows immediately from Rice’s Theorem. We now prove the
second part. Let LA= {i |L(Ni)∈A}. Either A contains an inNnite language or A con-
tains an inNnite language. We will show that if A contains an inNnite language, then
LA is RE-6m-hard. And if A contains an inNnite language, then LA is coRE-6m-hard.
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Let us consider the case in which A contains an inNnite language W . Let NW be a
clocked NPTM accepting W . Let Z be an NP set in A. Such a set must exist since
A is a nontrivial property of NP, and thus A∩NP is nonempty. Let NZ be a clocked
NPTM accepting Z . We will give a recursive many–one reduction, ", from HP, an RE-
6m-complete language, to LA. Let M1; M2; M3; : : : and the rank function be as deNned
at the end of Section 2. On input x∈∗, " outputs the index (from our enumeration
of clocked NPTMs mentioned at the beginning of this section) of a clocked NPTM N
that does the following:
On input y, N simulates Mrank(x)(x) for |y| steps. If Mrank(x)(x) halts and accepts
within |y| steps, N simulates NW (y). Otherwise (that is, if Mrank(x)(x) does not
halt and accept within |y| steps), N simulates NZ(y).
Clearly, " is recursive and N can be chosen by " to be a clocked nondeterministic
Turing machine running in polynomial time, from our enumeration. In particular, the
Nrst part of N (y), namely the simulation of Mrank(x)(x), runs in time linear in the
length of input y. The second part of the N (y) involves simulating machines that run
for nondeterministic time at most p(|y|), where p is a polynomial upper-bounding
the running times of NW and NZ . Let j∈N be the index of N in the enumeration
N0; N1; N2; : : : referred to above. Clearly, if x =∈HP, then L(N )=L(Nj)=Z , thus j =∈LA.
Also, if x∈HP, then there exists a t ∈N such that Mrank(x)(x) accepts in t steps but
does not accept within t− 1 steps. Let F = {z | |z|¡t} and F ′= {z | |z|¡t ∧ z ∈Z}. By
construction, L(N )=L(Nj)= (W − F)∪F ′, which is in A due to closure under Nnite
changes since (W − F)∪F ′ can easily be seen to be equal to WYG, where G is the
Nnite set F ∩ (WYZ). Consequently, j∈LA. Thus, " is a recursive many–one reduction
from HP to LA.
The proof for the case in which A contains an inNnite language is analogous.
In fact, the issues of Theorem 20 and of Proposition 22 are diUerent. As we will
show (as Theorem 25), under reasonable complexity-theoretic assumptions, RE-6m-
hardness does not imply NP-6pm-hardness (though, in fact, under other complexity-
theoretic assumption we will see that RE-6pm-hardness does imply NP-6
p
m-hardness).
We Nrst state a useful deNnition and result due to Karp and Lipton [24].
Denition 23 (Karp and Lipton [24]). (1) For each language class C and each func-
tion f : N→N, C=f is deNned to be the set {L | (∃g)(∃L1 ∈C)(∀x)[|g(1|x|)|6f(|x|)∧
(x∈L⇐⇒〈x; g(1|x|)〉 ∈L1)]}.
(2) For each language class C and each function class C, C=F is deNned as follows:
C=F = {L | (∃f ∈F)[L ∈F=f]}:
Theorem 24 (Karp and Lipton [24]). If SAT∈P=O(log n), then P=NP.
We can now prove the following result, which says that the issue of whether RE-6m-
hardness implies NP-hardness is completely controlled by the P=NP
question.
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Theorem 25. (1) If P=NP, then every RE-6m-hard set is NP-6
p
m-hard (and thus
certainly NP-6pT -hard).
(2) If P =NP, then there is some RE-6m-hard set that is not NP-6pT -hard (and
thus certainly not NP-6pm-hard).
Proof. The proof of part (1) is immediate from the fact that if P=NP, then all
sets other than ∅ and ∗ are NP-6pm-hard. We now prove the contrapositive of
part (2). Assume that all RE-6m-hard sets are NP-hard. Let A be the set deNned as
follows:
A = {1n | (∃x)[x ∈ HP ∧ n = 22(1x)binary ]};
where for any string w∈∗, (1w)binary is the natural number represented in binary by
the string 1w. Since it is well known that HP is RE-6m-hard, it follows that A is
RE-6m-hard. Thus, by our assumption, A is NP-6
p
T -hard. So, in particular, SAT6
p
TA.
Let M be the DPTM such that SAT=L(MA). Also, let q be the polynomial that
bounds the running time of M . For each x, the length of the longest string queried
during the run of MA(x) is bounded by q(|x|). Also, the number of strings in A of
length at most q(n) is (easily) O(log n). Let x1; x2; x3; : : : be the strings in ∗ in lexico-
graphic order. For any i¿1, let yi =12
2
(1xi )binary
. Let f be the function deNned as follows.
f(n)= A(y1)A(y2) : : : A(yk), where k = max{ j | |yj|6q(|x|)} (if there is no such j,
then f(n)= ). Since, for each string x such that |x|= n the length of the oracle queries
made by MA1 (x) is bounded by q(|x|), clearly SAT∈P=f. Thus, SAT∈P=O(log n) and
hence by Theorem 24, we conclude P=NP.
Theorem 9 is a complexity-theoretic analog of Rice’s Theorem for polynomial ambi-
guity. Theorem 20 is the natural NP analog of Rice’s Theorem. It is interesting to ask
whether natural complexity-theoretic analogs of Rice’s Theorem hold for complexity
classes other than the ones mentioned above. For example, we ask the following ques-
tion: For what complexity classes D does it hold that all nontrivial language properties
of D (the meaning of which will be made explicit below) are D-hard? In other words,
we seek a generalized complexity-theoretic Rice’s Theorem. As Theorem 32, we prove
such a generalized Rice’s Theorem. In particular, we show a su<cient condition for a
natural analog of Rice’s Theorem with respect to complexity classes D that are repre-
sentable using the leaf-language (C-class) approach of Bovet, Crescenzi and Silvestri
[6]. We show in Corollary 34 that a number of complexity classes (for example, NP,
coNP, coC=P, ⊕P, etc.) satisfy the su<cient condition of Theorem 32, and thus, for
each of these classes, the natural analog of Rice’s Theorem holds. The proof of The-
orem 32 is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 20. In particular, the reduction
used is very similar in Ravor. To prove that each nontrivial language property of D is
D-hard, we show a many-one reduction from a canonical complete language for D or
D (the su<cient condition ensures that D has a canonical complete language) to the
nontrivial language property.
Before we state and prove the generalized Rice’s Theorem for C-class representable
classes, we give the following deNnitions. The Nrst we will not actually invoke, but we
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include it so that the diUerence between it and our immediately following deNnition is
clear.
Denition 26 (Bovet, Crescenzi and Silvestri [6]). Given disjoint sets A and B, C(A; B)
is set of languages L such that there exist polynomial-time computable functions
w : ∗×N→
{0; 1} and ‘ : ∗→N such that, for each x∈∗,
x ∈ L =⇒ w(x; 1)w(x; 2) : : : w(x; ‘(x)) ∈ A
and
x =∈ L =⇒ w(x; 1)w(x; 2) : : : w(x; ‘(x)) ∈ B:
A class D is C-class representable if there exist disjoint sets A and B such that
D=C(A; B).
In order to connect correctly with the machines of our enumeration, we will need,
and so now deNne, a slight restriction of this notion. Fortunately, most natural C-class
representable complexity classes related to NPTMs in fact fall within this restricted
notion.
Denition 27. Given disjoint sets A and B, C′(A; B) is set of languages L such that
there exist polynomial-time computable functions w : ∗×N→{0; 1} and an i∈N
such that, for each x∈∗,
x ∈ L =⇒ w(x; 1)w(x; 2) : : : w(x; 2|x|i+i) ∈ A
and
x =∈ L =⇒ w(x; 1)w(x; 2) : : : w(x; 2|x|i+i) ∈ B:
A class D is C′-class representable if there exist disjoint sets A and B such that
D=C(A; B).
Denition 28. Let A; B⊆∗ be disjoint sets.
(1) Given NPTM N , and x∈∗, deNne output(N; x) as the concatenation of the ac-
ceptance bit values (0 for reject, and 1 for accept) of all the paths of N (x) in
lexicographic order with respect to the guess-bit bitstring of each path.
(2) For each NPTM N , LA;B(N ) (language accepted by N under the (A; B) acceptance
criteria) is de;ned if and only if it holds that, for each x∈∗, output(N; x)∈A∪B.
Also, if LA;B(N ) is deNned, let LA;B(N ) be deNned as follows:
LA;B(N ) = {x | output(N; x) ∈ A}:
In what follows, let W= {x∈∗ | (∃i∈N)[|x|=2i]}. Given disjoint A; B such that
A∪B=W, it is easy to see that the set of all languages accepted by NPTMs from
our enumeration under the (A; B) acceptance mechanism is exactly C′(A; B). That is,
C′(A; B) = {L | (∃i ∈ N)[LA;B(Ni) is deNned ∧ LA;B(Ni) = L]}:
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This holds in part because each NPTM Ni in our enumeration has a balanced (in the
sense made explicit earlier) computation tree for each input x, and thus, given any
m, one can easily (in polynomial-time) Nnd the lexicographically mth nondeterministic
path in the computation tree of N (x). Also, it is easily seen that coC′(A; B)=C′(B; A).
We now state what we mean by “language properties of C′-class representable classes”.
Denition 29. (1) Given 0⊆{L |L⊆∗} and disjoint A; B⊆∗, we say that 0 is a
property of C′(A; B) if and only if 0 is a subset of C′(A; B).
(2) Given 0⊆{L |L⊆∗} and disjoint A; B⊆∗, we say that 0 is a nontrivial
property of C′(A; B) if and only if 0 is a property of C′(A; B) and ∅ = 0 =C′(A; B).
(3) Given Z ⊆N and disjoint sets A; B⊆∗, we say that Z is a language property
of C′(A; B) if there exists a property 0 of C′(A; B) such that Z = {i |LA;B(Ni) is deNned
and LA;B(Ni)∈ 0}.
(4) Given Z ⊆N and disjoint sets A; B⊆∗, we say that Z is a nontrivial lan-
guage property of C′(A; B) if there exists a nontrivial property of C′(A; B) such that
Z = {i |LA;B(Ni) is deNned and LA;B(Ni)∈ 0}.
Proposition 30 shows that for each C′-class representable using disjoint sets that are
complements of each other, there is a canonical complete problem. This property will
be used in the proof of Theorem 32.
Proposition 30. Let A⊆W. Then
K(A;W − A) = {〈i; x; 0|x|i+i〉 | output(Ni; x) ∈ A}
is C′(A;W − A)-6pm-hard. 1
In what follows, for each string x∈∗ and each i∈N, we use xi to denote the ith
bit of x.
Denition 31. (1) Given functions w0; w1 : ×N→{0; 1}, and for each x; y∈∗,
convolvew0 ; w1 (x; y) is deNned as follows:
convolvew0 ;w1 (x; y) = c1c2 : : : c|x|;
where, for each 16i6|x|,
ci =
{
w0(y1; 1)w0(y2; 2) : : : w0(y|y|; |y|) if xi = 0;
w1(y1; 1)w1(y2; 2) : : : w1(y|y|; |y|) if xi = 1:
(2) We say that a set A⊆∗ is convolvable if there exist polynomial-time computable
functions w0; w1 : ×N→{0; 1} such that for each x; y∈∗, convolvew0 ; w1 (x; y)∈A
if and only if x∈A and y∈A.
1 The reason we do not assert completeness can be seen from the following example. Note that
C′(W; ∅)= {∗}, and so K(W; ∅) does not even belong to the class C′(W; ∅), e.g., since 〈1; 1; 1〉 =∈
K(W; ∅).
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Theorem 32. For each convolvable A⊆W, each nontrivial language property of
C′(A;W − A) is C′(A;W − A)-hard (in fact, is C′(A;W − A)-6pm-hard or is
C′(W − A; A)-6pm-hard).
Proof. Let A⊆W be convolvable via polynomial-time computable functions w0 and
w1. Let P be a nontrivial language property of C′(A;W − A). So by deNnition there
exists a nontrivial property 0 of C′(A; ∗ − A) such that
P = {i |LA;W−A(Ni) is deNned and LA;W−A(Ni) ∈ 0}
(equivalently, due to the properties of Ni, P= {i |LA;W−A(Ni)∈ 0}). There are two
cases: ∅ =∈ 0 and ∅∈ 0. If ∅ =∈ 0, then we will show that P is C′(A;W − A)-6pm-hard.
On the other hand, if ∅∈ 0, then we can show that P is C′(W − A; A)-6pm-hard.
Assume ∅ =∈ 0. (The proof for the case when 0∈ 0 is, thanks in part to coC′(A;W −
A)=C′(W−A; A), analogous.) Let X ⊆∗ be a set in 0. So by deNnition, there exists
an r ∈N such that LA;W−A(Nr)=X .
Note that, by Proposition 30, K(A;W−A) is C′(A;W−A)-6pm-hard. We will show
a polynomial-time many–one reduction " from K(A;W − A) to P. For any z, if z is
not of the form, for some i∈N and some x∈∗, 〈i; x; 0|x|i+i〉, then map to some Nxed
value not in P. Otherwise, let i∈N and x∈∗ be such that z= 〈i; x; 0|x|i+i〉. We choose
"(z) to be the index of an NPTM N—from our enumeration N0; N1; N2; : : :—that, on
each input y, does the following:
N guesses a path p of Ni(x) and a path q of Nr(y). Let k and m be the lexi-
cographic ranks of paths p and q in the computation trees of Ni(x) and Nr(y),
respectively. Let a and b denote the acceptance on paths p and q, respectively.
That is, a=1 if path p in Ni(x) accepts, and a=0 otherwise. Similarly, b=1 if
path q in Nr(x) accepts, and b=0 otherwise. Our machine N on the guessed path
will accept if and only if
ww0(a;k)(b; m) = 1:
Clearly, " is polynomial-time computable. Also, note that, for each y∈∗, the fol-
lowing holds:
output(N; y) = convolvew0 ;w1 (output(Ni; x); output(Nr; y)):
Since A is convolvable, output(N; y)∈A if and only if output(Ni; x)∈A and
output(Nr; y)∈A. It follows that
LA;W−A(N ) =
{
LA;W−A(Nr) if x ∈ LA;W−A(Ni);
∅ otherwise:
So LA;W−A(N )∈ 0 if and only if 〈i; x; 0|x|i+i〉 ∈K(A;W − A).
We have shown that " polynomial-time many–one reduces K(A;W − A) to P.
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As an immediate corollary, we get natural analogs for classes like NP (Theorem 20),
coNP, coC=P [31,38], and ⊕P [14,28]. Before we state and prove that corollary, Corol-
lary 34, we state the deNnitions of C=P and ⊕P.
Denition 33. (1) [31,38] C=P is the class of languages L such that there exists an
NPTM N such that, for each x∈∗, x∈L if and only if the number of accepting and
rejecting paths in N (x) are equal.
(2) [14,28] ⊕P is the class of languages L such that there exists an NPTM N such
that, for each x∈∗, x∈L if and only if the number of accepting paths in N (x) is
odd.
Corollary 34. (1) Theorem 20 follows from Theorem 32.
(2) Any nontrivial language property of coNP is coNP-hard (in fact, is NP-6pm-hard
or is coNP-6pm-hard).
(3) Any nontrivial language property of coC=P is coC=P-hard (in fact, is C=P-
6pm-hard or is coC=P-6
p
m-hard).
(4) Any nontrivial language property of ⊕P is ⊕P-6pm-hard.
Proof. We can prove this by showing that NP, coNP, coC=P, and ⊕P can
each be C′-class represented by convolvable sets in ∗. Then the result follows from
Theorem 32.
Consider ANP =W∩{x | x∈∗ ∧ x contains at least one 1}. Then it is easily seen
that ANP is convolvable via functions w0(b; k)= 0 and w1(b; k)= b. Also, it is easy
to see that NP=C′(ANP;W − ANP). (For all four of the classes discussed here, the
limitation of the function in the deNnition of C′-classes to the form 2|x|
i+i presents no
problem.) So (1) is true. Also, coNP=C′(W − ANP; ANP). Thus, (2) is true.
Consider AcoC=P =W∩{x | x∈∗ ∧ x contains an unequal number of 0s and 1s}.
Then AC=P is convolvable via functions w0(b; k)= b and w1(b; k)= b. Also, it is easy
to see that coC=P=C′(AcoC=P;W−AcoC=P). Thus, (3) is true. (The reader might worry
that the obvious proof of C′(AcoC=P;W−AcoC=P)= coC=P does not work because, for
some NPTMs N and strings x∈∗, the computation tree of N (x) may not be balanced,
that is, not all nondeterministic paths in N (x) have the same number of guess bits. Then
is it true that the language accepted by N under the (AcoC=P;W − AcoC=P) acceptance
criteria is a coC=P language? It is easy to see that this is indeed the case, since for
any NPTM N there is an NPTM N ′ such that, for each x∈∗, N ′(x) has a balanced
computation tree and N ′(x) accepts under the (AcoC=P;W−AcoC=P) acceptance criteria
if and only if N (x) does. N ′ is just the NPTM that on any input x simulates N (x)
and then extends, in the manner we will describe, each path to have exactly |x|j + j
guess bits, j is chosen in such a way as to ensure that (∀n∈N)[nj + j¿p(n)], where
p is a Nxed polynomial bounding the running time of N . Each path is extended to the
length just mentioned in the following manner: In each subtree beneath an accepting
path of N (x), N ′(x) has exactly two more accepting paths than rejecting paths, and in
each subtree beneath a rejecting path of N (x), N ′(x) has two more rejecting paths than
accepting paths. Note that the number of accepting and rejecting paths are diUerent in
N ′(x) if and only if they are diUerent in N (x).)
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Consider A⊕P =W∩{x | x∈∗ ∧ x contains an odd number of 1s}. Then A⊕P is
convolvable via functions w0(b; k)= 0 and w1(b; k)= b. It is easy to see that ⊕P=
C′(A⊕P;W − A⊕P). Also, ⊕P is well known to be closed under complementation.
Thus, (4) is true.
In this paper, we have been discussing analogs, of a nonprobabilistic nature, of
Rice’s Theorem. We mention that one can investigate analogs of Rice’s Theorem that
use probabilistic notions in their attempts to frame analogs of Rice’s Theorem [2] or
that are aimed at handling probabilistic complexity classes [20].
6. Conclusions and open issues
This paper improved the lower bound for nontrivial counting properties of circuits
from UPO(1)-hardness to Few-hardness. It showed that relativizable techniques cannot
improve the Few-hardness lower bound of nontrivial counting properties of circuits to
Few-6p1-tt-hardness. The paper also proved a Rice-style theorem for language properties
of NP sets, and it proved that for several C′-class representable classes, including
coC=P and ⊕P, a natural analog of Rice’s Theorem holds.
Can the Few-6ptt -hardness result of the present paper be improved to Few-6
p
nk-tt-
hardness, for some Nxed k? Or conversely, given an arbitrary k, does there exist a
relativization—even stronger than the one mentioned earlier in the paper—such that
there exists a nontrivial subset, A, of N, such that A is not Few-6pnk-tt-hard, or better
yet, can one show some unexpected complexity class collapse that would follow were
every nontrivial counting property of circuits Few-6pnk-tt-hard? We conjecture that the
Few-6ptt -hardness result cannot be improved to Few-6
p
nk-tt-hardness.
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